We designed i-Teams for you to experience how to *actually* innovate, so that the next time you put yourself out there as an innovator or an entrepreneur, it feels like a déjà vu. You’ll work with an actual MIT technology to learn how to meaningfully engage across disciplines and cope with the uncertainties that define the innovation journey. You’ll live through a true MIT experience in real innovation.

**i-Teams has...**

1. **Engaged over 1000 students and others in the MIT community**

   “The iTeams class transforms MIT technologies to the ones that can impact the world. I have had many good classes at MIT; iTeams is the one that has been life-changing for me.”
   -- MIT PhD Candidate, Biological Engineering

   “As time passes, I’ve found myself appreciating the iTeams experience more and more. Although frustrating at times, it is one of few classes that made me think and caused me to change my mind.”
   -- Sloan MBA

2. **Worked with 150+ technologies from 120+ MIT Labs**

   “iTeams helps when a PI has a company in mind but doesn’t know the avenue to pursue... Tried 100K, Deshpande, and VMS but didn’t get the people [we] got in iTeams – both the expertise and the energy.”
   -- MIT Engineering Professor

   “[iTeams] offered a quick immersion into innovation. It gave my lab liaison a huge educational benefit.”
   -- MIT Science Professor

3. **Paved the path to impact for dozens of tech companies**

   Technologies are selected from all around MIT

**Join us next semester**

Dr. Luis Perez-Breva – School of Engineering
Dr. Noubar Afeyan – Flagship Ventures, Sloan
Prof. Fiona Murray – Dean of Innovation, Sloan

10.807/15.371 Innovation Teams

Apply @ [iTeams.mit.edu](http://iTeams.mit.edu)